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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from May 10:

Aston Martin expands classic certification program

British automaker Aston Martin is making it easier for owners of its  classic cars to figure out the history of their
vehicles through an expanded certification program.

Click here to read the entire article

CFDA looks to strengthen NYFW with shorter schedule

The Council of Fashion Designers of America's incoming chairman Tom Ford is making a change to the New York
Fashion Week schedule in a move aimed at making the event more global.

Click here to read the entire article

Dunhill, Purdey sponsor London Craft Week to spotlight artisanship

Penhaligon's, Mulberry and Bentley are among the brands participating in the fifth annual London Craft Week to
provide consumers with a better understanding of what goes into their products.

Click here to read the entire article

Instagram moves further into commerce with shopping channel

Social network Instagram is continuing its push to bring commerce to its platform with the launch of a dedicated
shopping account.

Click here to read the entire article

LVMH's Fenty to debut this spring

Conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton has confirmed it is  working with Robyn Rihanna Fenty to create a
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new luxury house.

Click here to read the entire article

Traditional media not dead, influencer bubble will not burst

As luxury brands learn how to cater to their likely future consumers without alienating their existing customers, they
need to think about different voices instead of different channels.

Click here to read the entire article

Click here to read the morning newsletter
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